Presents

2014 Arts Alive Exhibit

Auction Guide
Live Auction
June 8th, 2014 - Sunday - 2:00 p.m.
Cardiff Town Center Courtyard
Cardiff-by-the-Sea, Ca.

O

Rich Houk - Auctioneer

ne hundred and three original
paintings hang along hwy 101
on the light poles throughout Encinitas Cardiff and Leucadia from

February to May during the silent auction period. They are then auctioned off
to the highest bidder at the Live Auction
Event June 8th 2014.

Place your silent bid by calling Leucadia 101 at 760-436-2320
Bidding starts at $150.00 plus tax.
Final bids are accepted at the Live Auction.
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We dedicate this 2014 Arts Alive Exhibit to the memory of Billy Stewart, artist and dedicated 101

Artists’ Colony volunteer and A. Paul Bergen, artist and 101 Artists’ Colony board member. Friends for
years, their time and talents were vital in creating an art center for their community, first at 25 East E
Street and again at A Street. They collaborated on the narration for the Artists’ Colony Movie. Billy’s
script writing and A. Paul’s voice eloquently tell the story of a place in time, here in Encinitas,
that artists can be proud of.

A. Paul Bergen

Billy Stewart

Encinitas Small Banners

Located on lamp posts along
Hwy. 101 from A St. to F St.
Size 18” x 50”

1. Jim Babwe
California
A gimmick is usually a poor substitute for acquired artistic skill.
Lacking the skill, I was compelled
to apply the “poor substitute” approach. That’s why this Map of
California should be viewed with
3D glasses

3. Lauren Alexandra
Bartram

Serenity
Encinitas native, Horse trainer
Graduated UCSC 2011 with a BS
of Biology and a BA of Fine Arts
UCSC Equestrian Team Captain
Tattoo apprentice under owner
Bradford Schneider at 454 Tattoo.
Contact Lauren at
laurenalexandra454@gmail.com

2. Diana Bartletti

4. Jackie Bond

Palomar Observatory
6,000 feet above sea level, the
Observatory on Palomar Mountain is a treasured presence in our
community - keeping its eye on
the Universe and connecting us to
the stars.

Encinitas
Encinitas, Forever Yours. The artist’s share of the proceeds will be
donated to the 101 Artists’ Colony.

5. Julie Bubar
Blue Dogs Dancing
The blue waves of Del Mar Dog
Beach hit the shore leaving a reflective material known as salty
sea water and clumps of giant red
kelp. Dogs Dance, run, sniff, play,
swim and entertain us humanoids.
Wild natural dogs free to do what
dogs do. Tides low, excitement
begins. Tides high, dog days end.
sdagprograms@gmail.com

6. Kay Colvin
Giant Bird of Paradise

9. Karin Grow
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Peacock

www.karingrow.etsy.com/
Karingrow@gmail.com

10. Cutter Hays
A Dream of Kissing the Moon

The Giant White Bird of Paradise flower (Strelitzia nicolai) is symbolic of
freedom and joyfulness. Indigenous
to South Africa, it grows prolifically
throughout coastal Southern California. The artist’s share of the proceeds
will be donated to San Diego Botanic
Garden, which provides valuable work
in horticulture, conservation, education and the opportunity to explore the
beauty of nature in its urban retreat.

This was done with Golden Matte Liquid
Acrylics in eight hours without much reference - just a picture from the internet for some
basic lighting. Had to fake most of it. Also to
remember to put a bikini of shells on her at
the last minute. :) I think the magic of doing
art is a performance. You do it your best, one
time, and never redo it. Then move on to the
next idea. It was Moebius who said that. Life
is too short to redo, trying to make it perfect.
Perfection isn’t the point, it can’t be reached,
and you aren’t ever going to please everyone
anyway. Give it all you’ve got, then move on.

7. Dody Crawford

11. Sara Hollingsworth

Ground Control to Miss Phoebe
Friends depart
A child arrives
An empty heart
Soon revives

8. Michelle Gonzalez
Love Encinitas

My banner this year is the historic Self
Realization Temple. I have lived in Encinitas for over 30 years and loved every day. A Great Place to live and raise
children. I am also lucky to have a studio
in Balboa Park-Spanish Village-studio 6.
“Life is Good”
fineartamerica.com
http://fineartamerica.com

Chalcedony

“Art is made to disturb. Science reassures.
There is only one valuable thing in art: the
thing you cannot explain”- Georges Braque.
This quote is why I enjoy art. Any art form
contains an image upon which as we look our
brains are turning to find an understanding.
Science answers while art is unique to every
eye and mind. My mind loves trying to find an
answer to something that does not have an
answer, simply a thought and feeling. I thank
the people in my life who have encouraged
me to continue expressing my art through my
paintbrush.

12. Bob Kennedy
Untitled

In another ocean banner, Bob continues in his quest to create pleasing
surf and coastal images. He has enjoyed a colorful career as a player in
the Cubs chain, he was a teacher at
La Jolla Country Day and worked as
a trial lawyer for 30 years. He began
painting in 1989. His paintings are in
notable collections across the country.
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13. Adam Koltz
Pelagic Jellyfish
A Pelagic Jellyfish comes up from
the depths to feed.

14. Annie Leaf

17. Stephanie McKeenVelasco
Surrender

I did this piece as an offering to my love for
dance. In North County there is a local community of people who love to dance. We all
have our own reasons for this love and get
together twice a week at a local studio to
fully express ourselves in movement, however beautiful or strange it may appear to
the outside world. In this painting my intention is to show how no matter what is going
on in my life, when I dance I can leave it all
behind and fully surrender to the love and
bliss of dance :)

18. Monika

Circa 1991
My banner depicts a view from the
ridge above Quail Gardens Drive
in the 1990’s, looking West at the
gently sloping fields of red and yellow poinsettias in Fall/Winter. In
Springtime these fields bloomed
with delphiniums in various hues
of pink and lavender, bordered by
wild yellow mustard hedge.

I dedicated this year’s Arts Alive banner to my 9-year old son. He’s been
shredding since he was 2. Thank you,
Magdalena Ecke YMCA for the after
school skate program! Thank you,
City of Encinitas for building the new
Encinitas Skate Plaza!
IN ENCINITAS SKY HAS NO LIMITS...

15. Roz Light

19. Annie Muriel

Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu is
an ancient Sanskrit chant that translates into English as, “May all beings
everywhere be happy and free, and
may the thoughts, words, and actions
of my own life contribute in some
way to that happiness and to that
freedom for all.”
Roz Light is the mother of Myles and
Max Meiche and is a local tile artist
and jewelry maker.

16. Kathi McCord
The Guardian

My painting is a tribute to the great
Japanese animator, Hayao Miyazaki,
creator of the films “Princess Mononoke”, “Nausicaa”, “Spirited Away” and
many more. His themes are always
the same: pacifism, environmentalism, flight and female empowerment. I’ve tried to incorporate some
of those qualities in this piece, which
is an homage to him.ctions across the
country.

Tjaden

No Mud, No Lotus

“…Without mud, you cannot have a lotus flower. Without suffering, you have
no ways to learn how to be understanding and compassionate…. So the practice
is how to make use of the suffering, make
use of the mud, to create the flower, the
happiness, and this is possible.” ~Thich
Nhat Hanh
For the sister of my heart.
Ann Muriel RN, RYT
www.amurielyoga.com

20. Martin Nasim
Pocto

I was born during the summer of 1977
year in the capital of my country Bulgaria, Sofia. I’m a self-taught painter
inspired by objects in nature that I
observe and rearrange through my
own thought interpretation. I paint
with markers on Plexiglass. I want to
share my art with whoever finds it interesting, inspiring, and touching.
www.martinnasim.com

21. Nancy Nelson
“We Win!!”
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25. Karen Real-Athens
Symphonic Sunset

Amber and her Dad, my brother, Chip
Nelson, celebrate a Padre win. Amber is a 2nd grader who reads like a 7th
grader, and Chip is a professional golfer
who teaches golf at Fairbanks Ranch
Country Club. At the time this Auction
Guide went to print, Chip was on his way
to Europe to qualify for the 2014 Senior
European Golf Tour. In addtion to painting portraits, Nancy owns and operates
Common Threads Yarn Store in Encinitas.
www.fiberartshop.com

Karen creates Fine Art Paintings and Sculptures with acrylics, watercolor, pastels, collage and ink, combining vibrant colors and
images from exotic places she has traveled
and lived onto canvas, paper and wood in her
coastal California studio. She earned a BFA in
Design, Painting, Color theory, Visual Communications, Photography and Printmaking. Her
artistic career began with commissions from
many prestigious clients and she has worked
as an Artist in Ireland, Mexico and the West
Indies. Her work has been exhibited across the
U.S. and with private collectors worldwide.
Karen is available for commissioned work.

22. Buck Owens

26. Marti Rosenberg

Jurassic Moonlight

32 years as a Public School Art Teacher, retired. MA in Studio Art from the
University of Northern Colorado.
Nothing quite like sunset on the
beach, 65 million years ago. What
could be better than the sun, surf and
a bunch of dinosaurs enjoying themselves on the beach?

Time, Talents and Treasures
Six active Rotarians who are making a positive impact in our community. Marti is grateful for the
opportunity to bring the family’s
tradition of color to the Arts Alive
Banner. The artist’s share of the
proceeds will go to Encinitas Rotary.

23. Paul Ecke Central
School La Calavera

27. Margi Saccomanno

Every year at Paul Ecke Central, their Arts
Literacy program begins with the Dia de
Los Muertos celebration. The entire school
participates in creating papal picados, skeletons, masks, and more. This celebration was
the inspiration for this year’s artist banner
submission. The highly decorated culebra
or skull is a vibrant reminder of the happy
times and joys we share in life. The 2014
poster was created by former Arts Commissioner Georgia Schmid and Mrs. Ham’s 2nd
grade dual language immersion class.

Dorothy said, “There’s no place like
home.” But... the Milky Way, our galaxy is our home within the Universe.
JFK said “space is there, and we’re going to climb it, and the moon and the
planets are there, and new hope and
knowledge and peace are there. And,
therefore, as we set sail we ask God’s
blessing on the most hazardous and
dangerous and greatest adventure on
which man has ever embarked.”

24. James Petrone

28. Judy Salinsky

Reach For The Stars

Ocean’s Golden Beauty

I love the ocean. Surfing, SCUBA diving, sailing and bodysurfing; the ocean
has been an important part of my life
for as long as I can remember. After
witnessing firsthand the mindless ways
we pollute our oceans, I joined SLOBB
(Stop Littering Our Bays and Beaches)
in the early 70’s. My hope is that this
banner reminds us of the fragility and
beauty of our precious oceans.
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29. Terri Soppe
Yoga Spirit
This is my fourth banner, and
again I chose to illustrate the active lifestyle of our wonderful
city. Yoga Spirit. Dancer pose celebrates balance, connection and
serenity, embodying the Encinitas
Spirit. www.terrisoppe.com

30. Francesca Stastna
in collaboration with

Carol Holder

Temperance
This piece of work was inspired by the
idea of practicing control over our actions and feelings. The skeleton is
meant to have a blank expression allowing the observer to insert his or her
vision to enhance its creativity. The
flowers blossoming from his head and
the roots grounding him to earth remind us of that natural connection.

31. Sheryl Tempchin
Salt Marsh

My paintings are influenced by the
natural world I see around me every
day. I’m interested in movement and
change. Nothing stays the same from
one moment to the next. It’s that dynamic quality in nature and life that
I’m trying to get across in my work.
www.sheryltempchin.com
stempchin@gmail.com

32. Vinnie Tessieri

33. Jill Treadwell
Svendsen
Sunflower

Sunflower (Helianthus annuus) means
False Riches according to Victoria Jones’
Abridged Flower Dictionary. Wiki Answers notes the Sunflower is a symbol of
happiness and strength. For me, a Sunflower painting is pure joy and beauty
with their vibrant bright yellows jumping
out and saying “hello world”! Enjoy!
Jill Treadwell Syendsen shows her work at the Off
Track Gallery in Encinitas.
www.jilltreadwelldailypaintingproject.blogspot

34. Laura K. Woodward
Treasures of the Sea
The beautiful, golden Garibaldi is
a splash of brilliant color as it darts
in and out of shallow reefs covered with a myriad of life forms,
and swims, flickering, through the
kelp beds. A true treasure of the
sea.

35.Christina Zeller
Cactus Flower

Dry desert flowers and our beautiful
coastal waters inspired me to combine the two climates into one composition. Both subjects are appealing
to me because of the amazing abundance of colors and impressive nature
found in these landscapes.

Printing Provided By

Afternoon Magic
Those moments when the sun’s
going down, water turns to oil,
nobody’s out, and the lines keep
stacking...it’s magic.

Paintings Photographed By
Stephen Whalen
www.stephenwhalenphotography.com

Encinitas Large Banners
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Located on lamp posts along
Hwy. 101 from F St. to K St.
Size 30” x 84”

36. Victoria Bearden

39. Roger Chandler

Spiritual Oasis

Encinitas has always been a Spiritual Oasis
for me. Many faiths, ideas, and ideals seem
to converge here. The Self Realization Fellowship stands out as an obvious marker of
the Divine Presence, yet I see indications of
faith everywhere. The Sacred Feminine Energy inspired this piece, but I would like to
honor all those who consider themselves
Seekers, no matter which path they are on!
Blessings. Victoria Bearden, artist, astrologer, psychic

www.vbearden.com
www.astrologervic.com

37. Donna Butnik

Louisa, Mermaid with a Fan

Louisa is inspired by a China doll that
was given to me. The blues greens
and purples are calming. She is confident all will be well with the ocean.
artPaintings4decor.com

38. Diana Carey

Hangin 2

Chickens just wanta have fun!

40. Bre Custodio
Pot of Gold

Love for surfing has inspired this
painting and the previous two year’s
banners. I incorporate the colors and
feelings from recent surf sessions
into my wave paintings. I hope they
make you feel good. If you like this or
any of the past wave banners, I have
prints available. Please friend me on
facebook.
www.facebook.com/createdbybre

41. Christopher Dillman

Life Is Not A Straight Line

Diana Carey paints with a gestural technique; throwing, splattering and dripping
paint onto canvases using brushes and sticks.
The subject matter varies from landscape to
nests. The style is abstract impressionism,
with a nod to pointillism. Her works are
large, many over eight feet, the size beckoning the viewer to enter the paintscape to
discover the essence amidst the perceived
chaos of drips and splashes. Diana Carey’s
work is exhibited internationally in galleries, museums and in the public and private
sector.

www.fullblend.com
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42. Bobbi Duley

46. Bob Hord

Growing up, I can remember the
beautiful red geraniums my grandmother always had planted outside
her home. To this day, I believe that’s
why I am so drawn to them. Their
lovely color matches her sweet and
vibrant spirit that lives on in our
hearts.
~ dedicated to Evelyn ~
email: art@plaid-design.com
plaid-design.com

Artist, sculptor, songwriter, mirthful
maker of musical instruments, aficionado of the absurd, icon of the imaginative, willy weaver of the whimsical,
friend of the common man, American

43. Cheryl Ehlers

47. Jim Hornung

Loveliness

Imagination

A Reflection of Benevolence

Many cultures share the stories of
the mermaid, a popular figure of folklore, remembering those benevolent
and legendary, while capturing the
breathtaking beauty of both worlds.
Cheryl Ehlers is a creative artist who
paints in contemporary styles as she
captures a moment in time with a
glimpse of emotion.
Visit www.cparrotiseart.com
(760) 519-1551

44. Stan Gafner

“Headin’ up the 101”
from the Peasant Series

Art is how I live, work, create, and
love. It is me to the core. I live to make
art, feelings and reaction. I work with
various media and I’m driven to create things, full of color, light, and life,
with a personal experience between
me and an audience of 1, or 1 billion.
More at www.stangafner.com

45. May Hoegen
Happiness is Near

Pack of Puppies

48. Darlene Katz
Hot Summer Nights

With every painting, I try to capture
a “moment in time”, because no matter what the subject matter, that moment is unique. By immortalizing that
moment, I believe that I have added
something precious to the world.
www.studiokatz.com
760-635-2585

49. Bill Kaye
Hang ‘Em High
I painted Danny Salzhandler hanging a banner on the Coast Highway (or my interpretation and
appreciation of him). Thought it
was about time to show the folks
Danny in action.
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50. Jean Krumbein

54. Bradford Schneider

November Day at
Moonlight Beach
Jean Krumbein is an artist/teacher/art model who, along with her
husband, is a long time resident of
Leucadia. She runs a figure drawing group at the Encinitas library
every Friday that is by donation
and open to everyone.

Green Finger Waves
I’m a tattoo artist/owner at 454 Tattoo in Encinitas. Japanese art has been
very inspirational to my tattoo career.
I also grew up surfing and making surfboards on Long Island. Mashing these
influences, Japanese finger waves and
the smooth curves of surfboards, is the
basis of the creation of this banner.
Web site: www.454tattoo.com
Instagram: @tattoobrad
Shop#: (760) 942-2333

51. Christopher Law

55. Lisa Schulaner

The Little Angel

Inspired by a little angel and Audrey’s
parents loving relationship with her.
Straight to the soul, a young girl’s
eyes represent all the aspects of our
Mother. A flower is a fruit of the
earth and within it all the secrets of
this beautiful world and yet there is
something more, and that is what she
sees in you.

52. Donn Angel Perez
Lopez
Ad Astra

As an artist and architect I work compositions that integrate natural landscapes,
architectural perceived surroundings and
elements that I hope radiate livelihood
and emotional vitality. Artistically compromised and architecturally charged,
the art represents a resilient energy that
exists in constant flux - The art is tectonic, thorny and visually alive. I find inspiration in the textures and languages of
daily life, nature, music and human interaction.

53. Jim McConlogue
Old School Longboarder

Jim has created a vintage looking banner
which features the surfing heritage of
Encinitas. His original oil paintings and
Giclee prints are featured at Leucadia Art
Gallery & Corner Frame Shop on Coast
Highway, Art in Frame Gallery in La
Jolla and at his home studio. Visit www.
JimMcConlogue.com or stop by the gallery to choose a reproduction of this banner or one from a previous year.
760-859-7541

Long Walks on the Beach
LisaSchulanerArt.com
Etsy.com/shop/lisaschulaner

56. SDA Interact –
artist Keri Jucha

Encinitas Lava Lamp

Things Encinitas is made of in a lava lamp.
The San Dieguito Academy Interact Club
is part of Encinitas ROTARY. As a service
organization the club helps with local,
national and international projects benefiting people in need. Last December
they helped send gift packages to children
around the world and helped decorate the
ROTARY float for the Rose Bowl Parade.
The artist’s share of the proceeds from this
painting will go to the SDA Interact Club.

57. Tonia Seeno
Water Wings 2
Native to San Diego, I have always
felt close with the ocean. Whether
admiring from the shore or riding on
the waves, the movement of the water mesmerizes me. I try to convey
this flow in my art.
See more at
http://trsenoo.blogspot.com/
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61. Andrea Team

58. Billy Stewart
“Unfinished”

Our friend Billy Stewart passed away before he could finish his banner. His last
painting is this 2014 Arts Alive piece – the
only thing he left unfinished. He helped
make the 101 Artists’ Colony at East E
Street and A Street magical places for his
community. We could not have done it
without him. He was our friend and all
who knew him will greatly miss him.
Painting NFS – prints available

My banner is a Wizard of Oz inspired
illustration of Dorothy, her turbulent
ride to Oz, her journey while there,
and her realization that she always
had within her the ability to get back
home again. I like that it took her in
so many scary directions and a long
difficult time, before she finally did
get it.

59. Julie Ann Stricklin

62. Toni Williams
Our Coast

Two Dollars to Rock and Roll...
Naturally

www.toniwilliamsart.com
Toni Williams, a native of New York, moved
to San Diego in 1972 to attend UCSD to earn
her Bachelor’s in Visual Arts. Affiliated with
and member of: American Impressionists
Society, Signature member, Oil Painters of
America, California Art Club, Laguna Plein
Air Painters Association, Plein Air Painters
of San Diego and Rancho Santa Fe Art Guild.
Represented by: San Diego History Museum,
Rancho Santa Fe Art Gallery, Borrego Art Institute, Borrego Springs, Ca., Idyllwild Living
Room Gallery, Idyllwild, Ca., and Slusser Gallery, Salt Lake City.

Meditate.
Live Purely.
Be Quiet.
Do your work with mastery.
Like the moon, come out from behind the clouds and shine.
-Buddha-

63. David Paul Windham

60. Grace Swanson
Ammonite

Local Splendor

The spiral of an ammonite is one of my favorite shapes to draw and paint. It is a fossil resembling a nautilus. Typically an ammonite is cut in half and the inner surface
is highly polished. Ammonites lived in the
ocean millions of years ago and became extinct along with the dinosaurs. The name
comes from the Greek ram-horned god
called Ammon because the shell resembles
a tightly wound horn. Medieval Europeans
believed fossilized ammonites were petrified coiled snakes, calling them snakestones
or serpentstones.

David is a resident of beautiful Cardiff
by the Sea and has a passion for all
things artistic. As a pianist, guitarist,
singer-songwriter and visual artist,
David has used his talents in a broad
range of media, from movies, television and live shows to multi image
presentations.

Thank you to

T

here are many individuals who put much of their
heart and soul and personal time into making this
event not only happen but a success. Please take a minute to thank them when you have the opportunity.
All the Artists Danny Salzhandler Norma Salzhandler -

Creative Energy
Program Coordinator
Auction Guide Editor

Nancy Nelson Auction Guide
Julie Ann Stricklin Bookmarks
May Hoegen Bookmark Sales
Carris Rhodes Director, Leucadia 101 Main Street
Tess Radmill Director, Cardiff 101 Main Street
Richard Houk Auctioneer
La Costa Resort Unveiling Venue
Cardiff Town Center Auction Venue
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Cardiff Banners

Located on lamp posts in the
Cardiff Town Center parking lot
and Restaurant Row on Hwy 101
Size 30” x 84”

64. Matthew Antichevich
My first look at the ocean was at Moonlight Beach, Encinitas, when I was 5
years old. It was like magic – the distance, the movement, the power, the
light and colors – never cease to inspire
me. Surf Art has given me new direction
to make great sculpture of this era. Using an ancient bronze casting technique,
I create sculptures that withstand the
test of time. My art is a reflection of the
pivotal theme in my life: family, friends,
and of course-the ocean. antichev@aol.
com Cell 951-306-8692

67. Summer Athena Fah
Rainbow Nebulac Galaxies

I currently live in Encinitas. I am a
yoga instructor, dreamweaver, and
visionary creator of life. The creative impulse of existence expresses
through the furnace forgeries of nebulae to birth stars whose deaths birth
you and through you, the creative
impulse inside me seeks to paint the
nebulae it began in.

65. Billy Barnett

68. Melina Fischer

Untitled
Billy is a local artist who has been tattooing in north county San Diego for
the last 18 years. For the last 2 years
He has been the owner of Eventide
Tattoo located in Cardiff by-the-Sea.
To view more of his artwork, come by
the shop or visit
www.eventidetattoo.com

Inspired by the colors of a sunset, Melina finds
her inspiration in God’s beautiful creation. A SoCal girl, she is also inspired by the sea. A surfer for
over 15 years, she spends most of her free time on
the San Diego beaches swimming and surfing. Melina inherited her love of art from her dad Matthew Antichevich, a sculptor who’s most famous
for his Cardiff surf sculpture. She studied art therapy in graduate school and works as a therapist at
Sharp Hospital. Melina and her husband live in San
Diego and are blessed by living near the coast and
enjoying the coastal lifestyle. Email: melina.antichevich@gmail.com Phone: (951)966-5344 Blog:
http://melinaantichevich.blogspot.com/

66. Suki Berry

69. Lila Fulton

Axis: Bold As Love

“We started with the premise that
music was a mission, not a competition” - Jimi Hendrix

Violet Seashore

I like to paint a variety of subjects that depict colorful studies of still life, the human
figure or ocean life. My paintings are reflections of what I enjoy most, to name a few:
ballet dancers, home grown fruit, tropical
scenes and mermaids. The latter due to a
sand sculpting business I share with my
husband. We sculpt mermaids for special
events such as marine preservation groups
or private birthday parties. I have painted
this mermaid rising to the surface previously on canvas and found the banner the
perfect space to recreate it for 101 Artists’
Colony.
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70. Bryan Helfand
Sol Centered

74. Artie Mattson
Tea Party in Cardiff

Bryan Helfand is a professional artist who
creates paintings based around his experiences in and around the ocean. Best known
for painting a 153 sq. ft. Mural inside the
Facebook Headquarters in Menlo Park, CA in
2012. He showcases his art in several shows
annually as well as having artwork on display in Hawaii and Japan. Passionate about
surfing, art, family, the environment and a
healthy positive state of mind. Surf2live!
www.bryanhelfand.com
Email: bryanhelfand@sbcglobal.net
Phone: 760.453.8804

My world is inhabited by peaceful, happy
creatures with long tails, pointy teeth,
fur and beaks mimicking humans and
their activities. My method is spontaneous. The meticulously detailed drawing
develops from something I want to draw
but once I get started anything can enter
the picture. I give all the characters and
things equal value, which encourages the
viewer to explore. I have developed an
unconventional style that challenges the
idea that serious art has to be serious.

71. Llyssa Huntington

75. Pattie McDuffie

Bird in Paradise

I am a recent graduate of San Jacinto
High School. While there, I won top
awards at a number of important
art shows, competitions and scholarships. I love tropical birds and was excited for the opportunity to express
one on such a large canvas

San Elijo Lagoon

A native Southern Californian, Patti’s
love of the ocean & lagoons is reflected
in her paintings. Favorite subjects include seascapes, landscapes, shells, wildlife, & flowers. Patti taught children’s art
for 11 years at a local elementary school
& is a preschool teacher who brings art of
the masters to very young children. She
believes that hands-on learning is key at
any age.

pattimcduffie@gmail.com

72. Sean Keany
Untitled

76. Mariah Mercado
Uke Mililani

Keany focuses on things that exist
but are not visible. His paintings represent the silent and unseen part of
communication, whether it be whales
talking to each other with sonar, human beings communicating over the
radio and internet, and all the life on
earth communicating with all the
universal aspects of Mother Nature.

I attend the 8th grade at Valley MS. I
love the warmth of the sun, the sand between my toes, and the chill of the Pacific
Ocean. Creating art is my joy and passion. “Uke Mililani” embodies the youthful spirit and aspirations of young surfers
across Southern California. Surfer girl,
Mililani, strums her ukelele from atop
her VW while soaking in the beauty of a
pastel sunset.

73. Kids for Peace -

77. John Moseley

Hope Elementary Chapter, featuring

Jennifer Hardy
Kids for Peace is a global nonprofit
based in North County San Diego.
Our signature project is The Great
Kindness Challenge where we promote kindness, unity and respect. We
believe that a smile promotes kindness and kindness creates peace.
www.kidsforpeaceglobal.org

Spirit Dancer

John Moseley is a fine artist living in
Fallbrook, CA. He currently works,
teaches and exhibits at Moseley Art Gallery in Carlsbad, CA.
www.johnmoseley.com

78. Steve Neiley
Great Soul

A portrait of Mahatma Gandhi, a positive, peaceful individual with world
changing acts of nonviolence. He is a
model of truth and greater good that
should never be forgotten. Give the
kids better role models.

79. [OMIT]
The Last Wave
www.omitart.com
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82. San Dieguito High
School Academy
Las Alegrias de Van Gogh
Paola Gjata with 9th graders: Julia
de la Fuente, Natalie Shields, Gabriella Gjata, and 10th grader, Evan
Brownell. This year we were inspired
by the “happiness” of Van Gogh’s
sunflowers. The artists’ share of the
proceeds will go to the San Dieguito
Foundation.

83. Debbie Schaefer
Life In The Sea

Clay Artist, Art teacher, beach walker
& grateful resident of Encinitas for 30
years. To all of you: Always keep your
youthful spirit alive.
debbieschaefer@msn.com

80. Greta & Tim Ott
Scenic Drive

84. Donna Schichler
Treble Tree

Leucadia and Solana Beach natives,
now Cardiff residents, this creative
wife and husband team remind you
to always enjoy this scenic route. Inspired by artist Rex May’s 1954 San
Francisco 49 mile drive signs and
their three children’s love of this
amazing beach town.

Donna Schichler is an artist based in
Cardiff, CA. She works as a graphic
designer and creates art using a variety of media. Donna often utilizes
her computer graphics background
when designing her paintings. Treble
Tree was designed using 3D modeling software and translated to acrylic
and spray paint. You can see more of
her work at www.donnarebecca.com

81. Sheadon Ringor

85. Marilyn Shayegan
Dog Days

Marilyn Shayegan is well known for
her animal portraits. She has won numerous awards, including Best of Show
for her work. Marilyn’s work is currently on exhibit at the Off Track Gallery in
Encinitas. Her banner, “Dog Days”, is a
nod to the now iconic Cardiff Dog Days
of Summer. Please visit her at http://
www.marilynshayeganwatercolors.
com/ or call her at (760) 943-9241
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Leucadia Banners

Located on lamp posts along
Hwy. 101 from La Costa Blvd. to A St.
Size 30” x 84”

86. Bleu Avina
Bleu grew up in Encinitas and now resides in LA. He is a self-taught artist
who focuses on surrealism.

87. Steve Burrows

89. Debe Hersey
Carla’s Favorite Things
In honor of my sister-in-law Carla, who has bravely been fighting
brain cancer for 12 years. Debe is
a hairstylist and co-owner of the
Cheeky Sh’iki Salon in Leucadia
and a silk artist in her spare time.
www.artwhimsy.com

90. Harry Holiday

Surf Check
Inspired by all of the friends on the shore
and all of the dolphins in the Sea.

88. Mary Helmreich
Batiquitos Lagoon

The Batiqitos Lagoon has inspired me for
more than thirty years. It’s hard to find a
vacant lot with such a spectacular view
of it. Luckily, I found this one below the
street, steep, shallow and needs a retaining
wall. So the view might remain, without
obstruction, for a while. My art is represented at Corner Frame Shop in Leucadia,
Frame Designs and Gallery in Solana Beach,
and Art and Frame by Woods in Coronado.
My websites; http://www.bac81.com and
http://www.mary-helmreich.artistwebsites.com

91. Garit Imhoff
Mandela Sunset

I have been an active artist, musician,
teacher and performer for fifty odd
years, living here in Leucadia for the last
25. My banner this year is a meditation
on the spectacular sunsets we have had
this winter. I can usually be found painting faces and making balloons for local
kids at the Leucadia Farmers Market on
Sunday mornings.

92. Karob Studios
When We Could Fly,
Inspiration and other Flights of Fancy
This image was conjured while considering things that you can dream
and things you can hold. While they
are often the same, sometimes they
are not. Dreams. Aspirations. Love.
Dedication. Ideals we want to hold in
our hands, our heads and our hearts.
With love to you from Katherine and
Robert. www.karobstudios.com

93. Jeff Linsenbard
Tropical Harmony

96. Janice Nolan
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Tanner

This banner is my interpretation
of a New Year’s Day sunset south
of Ponto Beach. My good friend
Samantha and her son Tanner were
there for the Labyrinth. It was low
tide and one of the most beautiful
sunsets we’ve ever seen.

97. Janeane Povilaitis
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tor.
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Hardrock
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Hotel,
night
clubs
venues at
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instructor.
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San
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freeHardrock Hotel, night clubs and various
dom
on the
and This
all of the
vibrant
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in open
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colors
of
a
desert
monsoon.
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has
inspired by freedom on the openalways
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been
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desand all
of the vibrant
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monsoon. She has always been fascinated
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94. Daniella Manini
Neptune

Although I now live in Ventura, my
heart is still in Leucadia. This piece
is dedicated to my early morning
walks and late night runs at Neptune
Ave, My walks back and forth up and
down to beacons, stone step and
Grandview. My ocean swims surf and
inspiration moments. Many sunsets
many moons and many stars.

98. Jeanette Shires
Fantasea Fish
Neptune’s Garden

The coral reefs and atolls of the
world’s great oceans teem with an
unbelievable diversity of life. This kaleidoscope of living jewels is celebrated in “Neptune’s Garden”. Jeanette
Shires is a California Native who has
lived in Leucadia for almost 40 years.
Primarily a Silk Painter she has been
fascinated by tropical fish from her
first dive in the waters of the South.

95. Judy Mock

99. Randell Simms

“A wonderful bird is the pelican, His
bill will hold more than his belican,
He can take in his beak, Enough food
for a week, But I’m damned if I see
how the helican” By Dixon Lanier
Merritt

This painting is a contemporary map concerning the cosmos. All the possibilities, we
are always looking for maps in our lives,
clues, looking down at the earth; sand,
ocean, lava, looking up; planets, stars, galaxies. My paintings are improvisational
initially and then become a process of discovery. My journey is absorbed in the wonderings of the universe and results in the
ruins of my attempt to express my celebration of nature.

Swami’s Moonlight

102. Skye Walker

100. Bryson Stein

Majesty

Leucadia is getting a facelift whether
you like it or not. Let’s all do our best
to… “Keep it Funky.”

This piece represents mother nature
and how fragile she is, even though
she is strong and can withstand many
things. We have to remember as humans that our footprint is indelible
and we should tread lightly.

101. Evan Tipton

103. Gwen Wharton

Keep It Funky

The Return of the Sea Monster

Help us thank our generous sponsors to this event.

SPY Optic

Cardiff Sponsor

Leucadia Sponsor

Encinitas Sponsor

Encinitas Sponsor

Media Sponsor

View Paintings - Download Auction Catalogs

www.ArtsAliveEncinitas.com

www.101artistscolony.com

